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Abstract—Frequency-selective surfaces (FSS) that have been de-
signed using the iterative techniques of fractals have been fabri-
cated and measured. Fractals contain many scales of the starting
geometry, each of which acts as a scaled version of the original. A
multiband FSS can be designed that uses several iterations of the
geometry to form a prefractal that resonates corresponding to each
of the scales present in the geometry. Minkowski and Sierpinski
Carpet fractals have been utilized in the design of three surfaces
which exhibit two or three stopbands depending on how many it-
erations are used to generate the geometry of the cell. These sur-
faces are dual polarized due to the symmetry of the geometry. Sim-
ulation capabilities have been developed to analyze these periodic
structures including periodic method of moments (MOM) and fi-
nite-difference time-domain (FDTD) techniques which show good
correlation to the measured results.
Index Terms—Fractals, frequency selective surface (FSS), mul-
tifrequency antennas.
I. INTRODUCTION AND DESIGN METHODOLOGY
FRACTALS, which are a modern development of geometrythat define a class of objects, can be created using an iter-
ative methodology [1]. A fractal starts as a simple geometry. A
linear transformation, usually involving copying, scaling, and
translation, is applied to this structure. The transformation is
then applied again to the entire resulting structure. The fractal is
generated by repeating this methodology an infinite number of
times while a prefractal is the resulting structure if the iterative
process is truncated after a finite number of times. The manufac-
turable fractal objects themselves must result from a truncated
generation process and therefore are referred to as prefractals to
be more precise.
It is the purpose of the authors to use these prefractals, which
contain many scaled versions of the original simple geometry, as
a frequency-selective surface (FSS). A frequency selective sur-
face is a planar periodic structure that has a frequency response
to radiation passed through it that correlates to the spacing of
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the elements. Radiation is either allowed to transmit through
or blocked depending on the retransmitted phase of the radia-
tion from the excited elements with the same underlying funda-
mental principles as array theory. A frequency selective surface
has a signature that, in general, is dependent on the frequency
of the incident wave, the incident angle, and the incident polar-
ization.
Several iterations of the fractal can be used to design an
FSS that has a multiband frequency response that correlates
to the scales of the geometry that is present in the structure.
The Sierpinski Sieve fractal, utilized previously as a multiband
monopole [2], has been used to design a multiband FSS
previously [3], [4], which has also been utilized as a radome
[5]. However, this particular structure is sensitive to only one
polarization. Various prefractal FSS configurations have also
been designed that can be dual-polarized due to the symmetry
in the geometry [6], [7]. The fractal property of having multiple
scales of similar geometry present in the final structure has also
been incorporated with dipoles [8].
In this paper, the design, simulation, fabrication and mea-
surement of prefractal surfaces based on the Minkowski
and Sierpinski Carpet fractals are discussed. The simulation
methods that have been developed for complex periodic struc-
tures are used to analyze these structures and are verified with
measured results. These methods include a periodic method
of moments (MOM) as well as a periodic finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) technique. The measurement techniques
to acquire the frequency and angular responses are also cov-
ered. A flow chart outlining what is discussed herein is shown
in Fig. 1. This paper expounds the entire design process for
a prefractal FSS which would contain a selectable number of
resonances which are responsive to both polarizations.
II. SIMULATION TECHNIQUES, VERIFICATION, AND
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
A. Simulation Methods
To simulate these electrically large and periodic structures,
two approaches have been developed at the University of Cal-
ifornia, Los Angeles (UCLA). The first method uses a MOM
simulation technique that incorporates periodic boundary condi-
tions [9]. This allows for only one element of the periodic array
to be simulated. When studying intricate elements such as frac-
tals, this saves time and allows wide frequency sweeps that for
some cases would not otherwise fit into the limitations of the
computing hardware. While this particular periodic MOM sim-
ulation technique allows freedom to simulate tilted surfaces and
0018-926X/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Outlined in this paper is the design and analysis of three prefractal frequency selective surfaces. The structures are simulated using the periodic MOM
and periodic FDTD techniques. Both methods are verified using measured data. The frequency and angular responses for the surfaces are attained.
very low incident angles, dielectrics are not incorporated. The
supporting dielectric of an FSS can play a significant role in the
frequency response. For dielectrics that are thicker than 1/10 of
a wavelength, a safe estimation of the response is to use the av-
erage of the dielectric constants on either side of the FSS, i.e.
air and the supporting dielectric. The corresponding shift in fre-
quency can then be expressed as
(1)
where is the free space wavelength, is the relative dielec-
tric constant, and is the effective scaled wavelength [4].
Another method which can also simulate the supporting
dielectric, as well, is the FDTD technique. The version of
this methodology incorporates periodic boundary conditions
allowing periodic arrays of complex elements to be simulated
[10].
A comparison between the two simulation techniques and
measured data is shown in Fig. 2. A dipole FSS is simulated
using both techniques with and without a supporting dielectric.
The simulations consider an infinite array of 12 mm by 3 mm
perfectly electric conducting rectangular planar dipoles spaced
15 mm apart in both directions. The supporting dielectric is 6
Fig. 2. Comparison between simulation of dipole FSS using periodic MOM
and periodic FDTD techniques with and without the supporting dielectric and
the measured results. The dielectric can be simulated using the periodic FDTD
method and is incorporated into the periodic MOM simulation using an average
dielectric shift. The dipole is 12 mm by 3 mm and the array spacing in both
directions is 15 mm. The measured supporting dielectric is 5.25 mm thick and
is 6 mm for the FDTD simulation with a dielectric constant of 2.2.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the measurement setup used to measure frequency selective surfaces (FSS). Electromagnetic waves are transmitted through the FSS
located between two horn antennas.
mm thick with a dielectric constant of 2.2. It can be seen from
the plot of the computed transmission coefficients that both the
periodic MOM simulation and the periodic FDTD method are
in good agreement with each other and the measured data, in-
cluding the simulation utilizing an average dielectric shift to in-
corporate the supporting dielectric. The resonant frequency cal-
culated using the periodic MOM is shifted 4% higher than that
computed using the FDTD technique for both with and without
the dielectric. The measured 10 dB bandwidth is 8.8% and is
11% with and without the dielectric as calculated with the pe-
riodic MOM technique and 14% and 15% with and without the
dielectric, respectively, as calculated with the periodic FDTD
method.
B. Fabrication and Measurement Techniques
The surfaces are fabricated using standard printed circuit
technology on copper clad substrates with one side of the
copper being completely removed. Enough periods of the array
need to be fabricated such that the resulting structure can appear
to be infinite in extent to the incident radiation. The negative
effect of radiation diffracting from the edges of the screen can
be mitigated by tapering the power that is directed at the edges.
Typically a minimum of 16 to 36 elements are required for the
measurement configurations used.
Two methods were utilized to fabricate the screens tested in
this paper. The first method is to print the patterns on 1.5 mm
thick Duroid with a dielectric constant of 2.2. A minimum of
one hundred elements in a 10 by 10 array are printed onto the
substrate with the copper from one side removed. The geom-
etry is scaled such that the highest resonance would occur be-
tween 33–75 GHz, the measurable frequency range using the
setup at UCLA, which consisted of a network analyzer with a
millimeter wave external setup for measuring higher frequen-
cies. The FSS is positioned on an optical bench between two
horn antennas connected to the ports of the network analyzer.
The lower resonances were not measurable due to strong reflec-
tions at lower frequencies from the surrounding surfaces that
would obfuscate the measurement, but could be predicted with
the simulation methods.
The second fabrication method utilized the facilities at the
Universitat Politécnica de Catalunya (UPC). The screen is
printed onto two 60 cm by 60 cm pieces of FR4, which are 1.5
mm thick and whose dielectric constant is 4. At least 4 by 4
elements are printed on each screen and the two screens are
taped together side by side to form a 4 by 8 array. These arrays
are scaled such that all resonances occur in a frequency band
of 2–14 GHz, the measurable band of the anechoic chamber.
Fig. 4. Sierpinski Carpet fractal FSS supported with dielectric rods in front of
a receiving horn antenna in the anechoic chamber at the Universitat Politécnica
de Catalunya (UPC). This setup is used to measure the frequency and angular
response of the surface.
This method also provides an adequate method for measuring
the angular response of the FSS. A block diagram of the mea-
surement setup is shown in Fig. 3. A horn antenna is used to
illuminate the surface whose transmitted radiation is collected
by a second horn antenna. Because the screen is only 30 cm
from the horn antenna, the waves impinging on the surface have
a spherical front and are not plane waves. The closest edge of
the screen is 45 from the boresight of the horn antenna. The
radiation at this angle is 15 dB below that of the radiation at the
boresight. This mitigates the diffraction from the edges of the
surface that could distort the patterns. The radiation of the horn
antenna drops only 5 dB at 30 . Therefore it can be concluded
that the screen must be effective for incident angles up to 30
in this setup. The narrower side of the array is aligned with
the narrower beam of the horn antenna to mitigate the edge
diffraction. The comparison between the far field radiation
patterns of the horn antenna alone and with the screen in place
can show the effect of the FSS. A photo of the far field chamber
where these measurements were made is shown in Fig. 4. Only
one polarization needs to be measured for these FSSs due to
the polarization symmetry in the geometry of the FSS.
C. Verification With Dual Characteristic Inset FSS
An FSS is designed to have two characteristics present in the
same geometry. The design consists of a screen of square holes
that act as a high pass filter since the material appears to be a
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Fig. 5. (a) Periodic cell of a dual characteristic inset FSS. The grid generates a
high pass response while the patches printed inside the holes generate a stopband
in this passband. (b) Fabricated array printed on a Duroid substrate.
Fig. 6. Measured and computed frequency response of the dual characteristic
inset FSS for normal incidence. The response is simulated using a periodic
MOM technique incorporating an average dielectric shift and a periodic FDTD
algorithm.
continuous PEC at wavelengths that cannot discern the holes.
However, inside the holes an array of patches have been assem-
bled that will generate a stopband in the passband of an FSS of
the holes alone. The geometry is shown in Fig. 5(a). This FSS
shows the feasibility of having separate geometrical features in
the screen for the design of multiband structures. This design
also helps to lay the groundwork and show the feasibility for
prefractal FSSs.
The dual characteristic inset FSS is designed to block fre-
quencies below 10 GHz in addition to a stopband that is inserted
near 60 GHz. The higher frequency is chosen to be within the
measurable range at the facilities at UCLA. The fabricated array
consists of a 10 by 10 array of cells printed onto copper clad
Duroid whose dielectric constant is 2.2 with one side of copper
completely removed. A photograph of the fabricated screen is
shown in Fig. 5(b).
The resulting transmission coefficient for a normally incident
plane wave is shown in Fig. 6. The measured data shows good
correlation with the data calculated using the periodic FDTD
technique. The resonant frequency as predicted with the peri-
odic MOM technique using the average dielectric shift has re-
sulted in an 8% downward shift, which is within acceptable tol-
erances for this approximation of the effect of the 1.5 mm sup-
porting dielectric. Both methods accurately predict the trans-
mission features specified in the design including rejecting low
Fig. 7. (a) Periodic cell of a Minkowski fractal FSS. The array generates two
stopbands that correspond to the overlying square without the notches and to
the smaller squares formed by the notches. (b) Fabricated array that has been
printed on a Duroid substrate.
frequency transmissions and rejecting another higher band of
frequencies.
III. PREFRACTAL FSS DESIGNS
A. Minkowski Fractal Element FSS
1) Minkowski Fractal Element FSS Design: This design of
this element for an FSS is created from a Minkowski fractal,
which results in multiple resonances due to the number of it-
erations used to generate the prefractal element. It is generated
by an iterative technique involving scaling the starting geom-
etry and copying this four times to the corners of the structure.
A square is used as the starting structure. Each iteration involves
scaling and translating the previous iteration. This prefractal el-
ement requires five transformations. The resulting points of the
geometry can be expressed as
(2a)
(2b)
(2c)
where , the resulting set of points for the iteration
is composed of the union of the sets of points resulting from the
five transformations, through . This process can continue
for as many bands are desired, limited by manufacturing toler-
ances and measurability.
Each iteration corresponds to a stopband in the frequency
response relating to the resonant squares. It should also be
noted that the spacing between the elements is also scaled with
each iteration. However, only the starting geometry and the
first iteration have a uniform periodicity between unit cells.
After the second iteration, the spacing between the resonant
squares present inside one unit cell and between periods begins
to vary since the spacing between the unit cells is dictated by
the starting geometry.
2) Minkowski Fractal Element FSS Performance: One itera-
tion of the fractal is studied to show the concept. This prefractal
element is shown in Fig. 7(a). The structure exhibits two dis-
tinct stopbands in its transmission response. The first stopband
corresponds to the larger overlying square ignoring the notches.
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Fig. 8. Measured and simulated frequency response for the Minkowski
fractal FSS for normal incidence. The measured response is compared with the
simulated responses that have been attained using the periodic FDTD technique
and the periodic MOM technique which incorporates a shift in frequency
corresponding to an average dielectric constant.
Fig. 9. (a) Periodic cell of a Sierpinski Carpet fractal FSS. The grid generates
two stopbands that correspond to the two scales of resonant squares. (b)
Fabricated array on fiberglass.
The second stopband corresponds with the smaller squares that
are embedded inside the geometry due to the notches.
This FSS is scaled to have the second stopband near 60 GHz.
A 20 by 26 array is printed on copper clad Duroid and is shown
in Fig. 7(b). The computed transmission coefficients are com-
pared with the measured data for the higher stopband in Fig. 8.
The two stopbands near 15 and 55 GHz are spaced by a factor
of 3.67 while the original design called for a spacing of 2.5.
This discrepancy can be attributed to the self-similarity in the
geometry being only approximate rather than exact. The smaller
squares are only similar to the larger squares in their overlying
geometry; however, their electrical connections are different.
B. Sierpinski Carpet Fractal FSS
1) Sierpinski Carpet Fractal FSS Design: Another fractal
that can be used to design a multiband FSS where the scales
in the geometry are more similar is the Sierpinski Carpet. The
prefractal contains separate grids of resonant square patches that
have no electrical connection between each other. Each scale of
the geometry corresponds to a stopband. Also, the spacing for all
the scales of the geometry remains constant with increasing iter-
ations. This number of bands is only limited by manufacturing
tolerances that dictate how small each square can be printed.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 10. (a) Measured and simulated frequency response of the Sierpinski
Carpet fractal FSS. (b) Comparison of the simulated response from the periodic
MOM technique of an array of only the smaller squares corresponding to the
second stopband and the entire FSS.
This fractal contains a scaled version of the starting geometry
and twelve scaled copies around it that are each a quarter size
of the former. This can be expressed as
(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
(3d)
where , the resulting set of points for the iteration is
composed of the union of the sets of points resulting from the
twelve transformations, through .
2) Sierpinski Carpet Fractal FSS Performance: One itera-
tion of the Sierpinski Carpet fractal has been fabricated to show
the feasibility of using this structure as a multiband FSS. The
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 11. Measured far field patterns of the Sierpinski Carpet fractal FSS. The measured patterns at the three bands of interest (a)starting from the left: the first
stopband, the passband between the two stopbands, and the second stopband. (b) Cuts of the first stopband and first passband.
element of one iteration of the fractal is shown in Fig. 9(a) and
the fabricated screen is shown in Fig. 9(b). The fabricated screen
has been printed on a piece of copper clad FR4. The screen is
scaled for the two stopbands to be at 3.5 and 14 GHz, which
match the measurement setup. Two panels that contain 4 by 4
prefractal elements have been fabricated and are connected next
to each other when measured in the far field chamber.
The frequency responses of the transmission coefficient
attained through calculation and measurement are plotted in
Fig. 10(a). The two stopbands as calculated with the periodic
MOM simulation are spaced four times apart from each other
as predicted from the design. However, it can be seen that the
measured resonant frequencies are shifted due to the supporting
dielectric. In general the dielectric constant of a material is
frequency dependent and can only be considered constant over
a very narrow frequency band [11]. The dielectric constant of
the supporting FR4 is, therefore, not steady over the frequency
range that is measured and since the dielectric is very thin,
1.5 mm, the predicted shift using the average dielectric is
less valid. However, the features of the measured results are
consistent with what was predicted from the simulation. Also,
it can be seen that the losses in the passband between the two
stopbands is much higher than would typically be useable for
some applications. The simulated results shown in Fig. 10(b)
attained using the periodic MOM technique show the calculated
response of an array of squares and the first iteration of the
fractal. It can be seen that the addition of an iteration to the
(a) (b)
Fig. 12. (a) Periodic cell of the inset crossed dipole FSS. The grid generates
three stopbands that correspond to the three scales of resonant crossed dipoles.
The three scales of the dipoles are 3.5, 1.75, and 0.875 mm thick. (b) Fabricated
array on fiberglass.
generation of the cell of an element of the FSS adds a stopband,
while maintaining the original response.
The measured far field patterns of the screen in front of a horn
antenna are shown in Fig. 11. The contour plots have a field of
view of 180 with the boresight (zero degrees) at the center. The
lighter regions represent blockage. It can be seen that the useable
angular range for this surface for this size screen is 15 on either
side of the boresight. The cuts of the measured patterns of the
horn alone and the horn with the FSS, shown in Fig. 11(b), show
how the energy is scattering backward inside the stopbands and
allowed to pass through in the passband at 0 .
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 13. (a) Measured frequency response of the inset crossed dipole FSS. The
three stopbands corresponding to the three scales in the geometry can be seen.
(b) Simulated data of the first three iterations from the periodic MOM technique
show how adding iterations to the geometry adds additional resonances.
C. Inset Crossed Dipole FSS
1) Inset Crossed Dipole FSS Design: This design is more
densely packed than the Sierpinski Carpet fractal FSS. Instead
of using resonant patches, resonant crossed dipoles are used.
Therefore, the spacing can be tighter. The shift in size between
each iteration is one half.
This fractal is generated in a similar manner as the Sierpinski
Carpet, where the starting geometry is copied four times and
scaled by one half for each iteration. This is expressible as
(4a)
(4b)
where , the resulting set of points for the iteration
is composed of the union of the sets of points resulting from
the fours transformations, through . This fractal is limited
by the thickness of each dipole. As the number of iterations is
increased the spacing between each element in the geometry be-
comes tighter since this is also scaled with each iteration. There-
fore, a thick crossed dipole might not have room to fit between
the higher iterations as the number of iterations is increased.
2) Inset Crossed Dipole FSS Performance: Because the
scaling of the geometry between each iteration is smaller, two
iterations plus the starting geometry can be incorporated and
measured in this design. The prefractal element is shown in
Fig. 12(a) and the fabricated array printed on FR4 is shown in
Fig. 12(b). Two panels with 5 by 5 elements each have been
fabricated and are taped together.
The measured and simulated frequency response can be seen
in Fig. 13(a). The three stopbands are present and are spaced
with a scaling factor of two between them at approximately 2.2,
4.5, and 9 GHz. This superpositioned response shows that mul-
tiple resonances can be added to a prefractal FSS by increasing
its number of generating iterations. Again the transmission in
the passbands is quite lossy and this would need to be corrected
depending on the application. The simulated response using the
periodic MOM technique distinctly shows the three stopbands.
However, the locations of the stopbands are shifted due to inac-
curacies in modeling the dielectric shift. The inaccuracies stem
from the dielectric being thinner than what is typically consid-
ered valid for using an average dielectric shift and furthermore,
the dielectric constant of the FR4 dielectric is not well controlled
at microwave frequencies.
The periodic MOM simulated responses of the first three it-
erations of the prefractal as an element of the FSS are shown
in Fig. 13(b). These show how the FSS can be designed by su-
perimposing the scaled response onto a previous iteration for
the design of multiple resonances. These periodic MOM simu-
lations show the first resonance for the first, second, and third
iteration of the fractal to be nearly exact and likewise for the
second resonance for the second and third iteration of the fractal.
The measured far field patterns are shown in Fig. 14 for the
five bands of interest, which are defined to be the three stop-
bands and the two transmission bands that fall between the stop-
bands. As with the Sierpinski Carpet fractal FSS, it can be seen
that the useable angular range for this surface for this size screen
is 15 on either side of the boresight. The contour plots have
a field of view of 180 with the boresight (zero degrees) at
the center. The lighter regions represent blockage and therefore
show the angles for which the FSS is effective. Two representa-
tive cuts are shown in Fig. 14(b) which show the energy being
passed at 0 for the cut inside the passband on the right and
the energy being scattered backward for the cut inside stopband
shown on the left when the patterns with and without the FSS
are compared.
IV. CONCLUSION
Three new cells based on the concept of fractals that can be
used to build a periodic FSS have been proposed. They are dual
polarized and have a multiband behavior which has been nu-
merically and experimentally verified. It has been shown how
fractals can play a role in electromagnetic designs even at low
levels of generating iterations due to the inherent self-similarity
in the geometry. The designs are simulated using a periodic
MOM with an average dielectric shift as well as a periodic
FDTD method. The prefractal surfaces have been fabricated
and measured to verify the frequency and angular response. The
correlations between the geometrical scaling and the spacing
between the frequency bands of its response are compared in
Table I. The Sierpinski carpet and the inset crossed dipoles
led to good correlation between the geometry and the expected
stopbands. The inset crossed dipoles
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 14. Measured far field patterns for the inset crossed-dipole FSS. The five patterns in (a) represent the five frequency bands of interest starting from the top
left: first stopband, first passband, and second stopband and on the bottom from the left: second passband and the third stopband. (b) Cuts of the first stopband and
first passband.
TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SCALING IN THE GEOMETRIES AND THE SPACING
BETWEEN THE RESULTING FREQUENCY BANDS FOR EACH PRE-FRACTAL FSS
allowed the tightest spacing between resonances. Tradeoffs be-
tween the periodicity, starting geometry, and supporting di-
electrics can improve performance in the passbands and allow
for bands of various number and spacing.
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